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The terrorist hijacking of a chartered Navy aircraft sets the stage for frantic negotiations between
the United States and the Soviet Union and a dramatic, split-second rescue attempt that threatens to
explode into global conflict

Reviews of the Fire Arrow by Franklin Allen Leib
Konetav
If you are - like me - an avid Tom Clancy fan, you will enjoy this book. Franklin Allen Leib, a Navy
veteran, provides what thriller readers want: a fast-paced, believable plot, well-drawn characters,
and lots of authentic, high-tech military detail.
In this book, terrorists hijack a planeload of U.S. military dependents and hold them hostage at an
old American air base in Libya. A team of U.S. Navy SEALs mount a daring, complicated rescue
attempt, but there are enormous obstacles to overcome (hint: Russians).
The final scene is absolutely riveting.

I highly recommend this book.
Dandr
Not my usual read but the story line sounded interesting. Once started I was pulled in and the book
never let me go. Interesting characters and lots of tense moments and once the action started.....I
couldn't turn the pages fast enough.
Good story.
I
Fearlesshunter
A whirlwind ride after the hijacking of an U.S. military aircraft. Forced to a former American base in
Libya, the U.S. Navy responds. However, the terrorists are aided by Libya and their comrades-inarms, the Russians.
A plot filled with high-velocity tension, realistic characters, and non-stop action. This is the first
novel I've read by Franklin and it won't be the last.
Balladolbine
This wasn't what I thought it would be. It was well written with a plot about hostages. The hostages
were mentioned maybe 4 times through out the book. There were to many characters to follow.
Confusing at times. Very detailed description of military equipment. The book was about setting up
plans to over take a base. Had some action at the end. Ok read.
Yannara
Good description of military planning, materials, and operations; some situations slightly contrived;
well contructed and conveyed action sequences. Overall entertaining read.
Nilador
Best book I've read all summer. So go
L of detail and great story line. Proud of America fighters and they don don't really know about all
the equipment talked about but am sure proud of our country that has such weapons
Windbearer
I thoroughly enjoyed reading Fire Arrow! If you love great special forces operations with great pageturning, thrills combined with great characters and romance then you’ll enjoy this great book
I stopped reading this book after few chapters. It was if it had been written to a set pattern with a
set goal at the end. Dull and not worth the effort to read further..
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